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Abstract ————  This paper provides a data placement 
method based on rate staggering to store scalable video 
data in a disk-array-based video server. Scalable video 
means a video which is coded in such a way that subsets 
of the full video bit stream can be decoded to create low 
quality/resolution videos. Supporting layered multiple 
resolutions from a video server is very desirable in many 
applications. Note that in a disk array the video data 
corresponding to different rates of the same video clip are 
not required to reside in the same disk. In view of this, we 
propose and explore in this paper the approach of rate 
staggering, i.e., staggering video data in the disk array 
based on data rates. It is shown that the advantages of the 
proposed rate staggering method include: (1) minimizing 
the intermediate buffer space required by the server, (2) 
achieving better load balancing due to finer scheduling 
granularity, and (3) alleviating the disk bandwidth 
fragmentation. These advantages enable a video server 
using the rate staggering method to provide feasible 
solutions to some video stream requests which cannot be 
met otherwise. The system throughput can thus be 
increased. We also conduct several simulations for 
various applications. These experimental results show 
that the rate staggering method can significantly improve 
the performance of a VOD system.  

Index Terms — Multi-resolution video, video server 

I. INTRODUCTION 
    Recently, the promise of multimedia technologies to 
have a significant impact on both information providing 
service and entertainment business. These multimedia 
technologies are used in video applications which have 
important impact to consumer electronics [7], [12], [13], 
[19], [23]. Given the extremely large data size, the major 
challenge to handle multimedia data is to support not only 
very high disk bandwidth for video retrieval but also very 
high network bandwidth for data transmission [18], [20]. 
ATM (Asynchronous Transfer Mode) has been proposed 
as a solution to meet the demand for high network 
bandwidth. On the other hand, disk arrays are employed 
to provide the disk bandwidth required for a video server 
[10], [11], [15], [16], [21] [24], [25], [26]. For example, to 
display HDTV quality image, it will require video data at 
2 Mbytes per second (even after compression). It is very 
undesirable to store such a video in a single disk because 

of two reasons. First, a 100 minute HDTV movie will 
require an amount of 12 Gbytes storage. Such a large disk 
is usually expensive. Second, playing a hot (i.e., 
frequently requested) movie by a single disk may cause 
performance bottleneck. In fact, even for playing movies 
of ordinary quality, the need to support multiple video 
streams by a video server also calls for the use of disk-
arrays. Consequently, it is highly desirable to use disk 
striping in a disk array to handle the storage and retrieval 
of video data [2], [10], [21], [22], [3]. Conventionally, 
disk striping is done by dividing the video data into 
blocks according to their presentation order (i.e., time 
sequence) and storing these blocks into different disks. It 
is noted that with such a disk striping better load 
balancing can be achieved by staggering the starting times 
of different video streams [2]. This is referred to as time 
staggering. Moreover, a dynamic heuristic broadcasting 
(DHB) protocol has been proposed in [3].  DHB is a 
slotted protocol and prepares a transmission schedule 
starting at the next slot according to the user request. On 
the other hand, a heterogeneous source allocation and 
scheduling method that supports application-level soft 
real-time performance guarantee was proposed in [12]. In 
addition, a different method that uses the proxy server to 
store the stream media file for reducing bandwidth has 
been proposed in [1]. The stream media file should be 
stored at each proxy according to the network interface 
bandwidth, number of disks, and processing capacities. In 
addition, for real-time media data transmission, the 
network service provider needs to dedicate part of 
network resources for Quality of Service (QoS) in terms 
of end-to-end delay and throughput. Therefore, it is 
important to partition the end-to-end QoS requirement of 
a network flow along the links of a given path such that 
the deviation in the loads on these links is as small as 
possible [11]. 

Multi-resolution coding, referring to the encoding 
technique which accommodates at least two resolutions in 
a video stream, is able to provide scalable video [4], [8], 
[17]. Scalable video means a video which is coded in such 
a way that subsets of the full video bit stream can be 
decoded to create low quality/resolution videos [5], [6], 
[9]. Supporting layered multiple resolutions from a video 
server is desirable by the broadcasting industry since a 
video provider (such as a VOD company) may want to 
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provide different customers with different levels of 
service. Naturally, the resolution of a video ordered by a 
customer with an HDTV will be higher than that ordered 
by a customer with a conventional TV. In addition, 
multiple resolution encoding is useful for the computer 
industry for such applications as multiplatform decoding 
which allows video to be decoded by platforms of 
different capabilities, and also multiwindow decoding 
where videos of different resolutions can be 
independently selected by decoders to produce videos for 
different window sizes.  

A significant research effort has been elaborated upon 
multi-resolution coding, and led to the development of 
hierarchical coding techniques such as subband coding. 
Basically, subband coding is an approach of using a filter 
bank to decompose the original video into several 
frequency bands, resulting in a set of multiple resolution 
videos [8]. For example, by dividing the frequency 
domain into four regions, one can decompose the original 
video into four sets, say R1, R2, R3 and R4, where Ri is 
called rate i data. Then, R1 corresponds to the basic video 
(class 1), R1+R2 corresponds to class 2 video, 
R1+R2+R3 corresponds to class 3 video, and 
R1+R2+R3+R4 corresponds to the full resolution video. 
Figure 1 shows a disk-array-based video server which 
provides multi-resolution video. 

 
Fig.  1.  An illustration for a disk-array-based video server to 
provide multi-resolution video. 
 

Note that video data of different rates can be separately 
stored to provide different resolutions of videos. 
Essentially, it is not required to store those data 
corresponding to different rates of the same video clip 
within the same disk. The approach of staggering video 
blocks in the disk array based on data rates is termed rate 
staggering in this paper. We propose and explore in this 
paper the rate staggering method to store scalable video 
data in a disk-array-based video server so as to minimize 
the buffer space required by the server and to improve the 
system throughput. The storage unit of video data is a 

block, which is composed of a sequence of frames. An 

example for the conventional scalable video placement, 
which has disk striping but not rate staggering, is shown 
in Table I, where a disk array of 8 disks is used and the 
block comprising rate j data of the ith clip is denoted by 
Bi,j. An example for the scalable video placement with 
rate staggering is given in Table II. As it will be shown 
later, the approach of rate staggering has the following 
three advantages: 

1. The intermediate buffer space required by the 
server is minimized. 

2. Better load balancing is achieved due to finer 
scheduling granularity. 

3. The disk bandwidth fragmentation is alleviated 
due to better bandwidth allocation. 

It will be seen that a video server using the proposed 
rate staggering method is able to provide feasible 
solutions to some stream requests which cannot be met 
otherwise. The system throughput can thus be increased. 
Note that the proposed rate staggering approach can be 
used together with time staggering to lead to further 
performance improvement. More specifically, it is shown 
that the rate staggering method is statically optimal when 
it is used with the concept of time staggering1. To the best 
of our knowledge, despite of its importance, there is no 
prior work on exploring the approach of rate staggering to 
deal with scalable video in the disk array. The imminent 
need of scalable video in many increasingly attractive 
multimedia applications justifies the importance and 
timeliness of this study. In addition, we also conduct 
several simulations for various applications. We measure 
the performance of our simulation model from both the 
viewpoints of the user end and the server end. These 
experimental results show that the rate staggering method 
can significantly improve the performance of a VOD 
system. 

                                                 
1The definition of static optimality is given in Section 3.3. 

TABLE I 
SCALABLE VIDEO PLACEMENT WITH DISK STRIPING, BUT WITHOUT RATE 

STAGGERING. 
Disk No. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

Rate1 B1,1 B2,1 B3,1 B4,1 B5,1 B6,1 B7,1 B8,1 
Rate2 B1,2 B2,2 B3,2 B4,2 B5,2 B6,2 B7,2 B8,2 
Rate 3 B1,3 B2,3 B3,3 B4,3 B5,3 B6,3 B7,3 B8,3 
Rate 4 B1 4 B2 4 B3 4 B4 4 B5 4 B6 4 B7 4 B8 4

TABLE II 
SCALABLE VIDEO PLACEMENT WITH RATE STAGGERING. 

Disk No. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
Rate1 B1,1 B2,1 B3,1 B4,1 B5,1 B6,1 B7,1 B8,1 
Rate2 B7,2 B8,2 B1,2 B2,2 B3,2 B4,2 B5,2 B6,2 
Rate 3 B5,3 B6,3 B7,3 B8,3 B1,3 B2,3 B3,3 B4,3 
Rate 4 B3,4 B4,4 B5,4 B6,4 B7,4 B8,4 B1,4 B2,4 
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This paper is organized as follows. The method of 
using rate staggering to store scalable video data is 
described in Section 2. Section 3 illustrates in detail the 
advantages of the proposed rate staggering. This paper 
concludes with Section 4. 

II. USING RATE STAGGERING TO STORE SCALABLE 
VIDEO DATA 

This section describes the proposed rate staggering 
method. Let r be the number of different classes of video 
the server can provide. Using subband coding, the number 
r depends on the number of frequency bands partitioned 
and is usually flexible. The whole video data is divided 
into r partitions, called rate 1 data, rate 2 data, ..., and rate 
r data. The lowest quality video, referred to as class 1 
video, requires only rate 1 data for playout. The second to 
the lowest quality video, referred to as class 2 video, 
requires both rate 1 and rate 2 data for playout. In general, 
class i video requires all rate j data, 1≤j≤i, for playout. Let 
P (in byte/second) be the playout speed for the decoder to 
play out the full resolution video and T be the one round 
retrieval time by the disk array. Then, using the double 
buffering method (i.e., the buffer space is chosen to be 
twice as that needed to accommodate the data retrieved in 
one round), the buffer space required by the server for a 
full resolution stream is equal to 2TP. It is noted that, as 
pointed out in [14], a larger block size will lead to a 
higher disk throughput2, showing a trade-off between the 
server buffer space required and the system throughput. 
The choice of block size is system dependent and will not 
be discussed in this paper. For ease of exposition, we 
assume that all blocks have the same block size, b (in 
bytes), in what follows3.  

Let k be the displacement factor for staggering data 
blocks of different rates in the disk array. For example, 
the displacement factor in Table II is two. Clearly, 









b

TP  is 

the number of data blocks needed by a full resolution 
video stream within the time duration T. Hence, in order 
to achieve load balancing among disks, the displacement 
factor k is designed to be 









br
TP . As can be seen later, such 

a placement by rate staggering can spread the workload of 
each stream evenly across disks. 

Denote the buffer size of the end decoder as BD. It is 
noted that the maximal amount of data the end decoder 
can retrieve at a time is half of its total buffer size 

                                                 
2The choice of a larger storage unit can amortize the disk arm 
positioning overheads over a larger read time. 
3The assumption for blocks containing data of different rates to have the 
same size is deemed reasonable under subband encoding. However, 
more provision is needed to justify this assumption under MPEG 
encoding [8]. 

(assuming that the other half is being used for playout). 
BD thus has to be greater than or equal to bb

TP ×× 






2 . The 

data placement for scalable video in a disk array of n 
disks can be determined by Procedure R below. 

    Procedure R: Data placement for scalable video in a 
disk array of n disks. 

 
 Step 1: Determine the displacement factor 








= br
TPk . 

 Step 2: Place block Bi,j in disk d(i,j), where 
njkjjid ])1[(),( +−=  

It can be verified from Table II that with n = 8 and k = 
2, B3,2 resides in disk d(3,2) = [2+3]8 = 5 and B5,4 resides 
in disk d(5,4) = [6+5]8  = 3. 

III. ADVANTAGES OF RATE STAGGERING 
In this section, we describe the advantages of using rate 

staggering to store scalable video data in the disk-array-
based video server. The advantages include smaller buffer 
space required by the server (described in Section 3.1), 
better load balancing (described in Section 3.2) and less 
disk bandwidth fragmentation (described in Section 3.3). 

A.   Smaller Buffer Space Required by the Server 
Consider the video data placement given in Table I. For 

ease of presentation, consider the scenario of serving one 
video stream and also assume the time required for each 
disk retrieval is proportional to the amount of data 
retrieved. Let the time required for one disk to retrieve 
one data block of size b be T1. Suppose that the previously 
mentioned double buffering method is used and that the 
decoder of an end player, with a local buffer size 16b, 
requires the playout speed 8b/T1 to play the full resolution 
video. It can be seen that for the data placement in Table 
I, one has to retrieve all 32 blocks in one round of 
retrieval (with the duration 4T1), which would require the 
available buffer size of 2 × 32b = 64b at the server. Note 
that the server can only send 8b data to the end player at a 
time due to the limited buffer size of the decoder (i.e., 
16b). Given the placement in Table I, the server has to 
retrieve all 32 blocks (4 blocks from each disk) in order to 
extract 8 blocks to send to the decoder for playout. 

On the other hand, given the data placement in Table II, 
one only has to retrieve 8 blocks in one round of retrieval 
(with the duration T1), as shown in Table III, which 
requires the buffer size of 2 × 8b = 16b at the server, only 
a quarter of that required by the case without rate 
staggering. Illustration for the amount of data buffered in 
half of the buffer space is shown in Figure 2. It is noted 
that the above request from a decoder cannot be satisfied 
by a server with an available buffer space within the range 
[16b,64b), unless the technique of rate staggering is 
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employed. It can be seen that this advantage of using rate 
staggering still holds when multiple streams are 
considered. 

Fig.  2.  Illustration for the amount of data buffered in half of the 
buffer space: (a) without rate staggering and (b) with rate 
staggering. 

B.   Better Load Balancing 
The finer storage granularity provided by rate 

staggering leads to better load balancing among disks. An 
illustrative example for data retrieval for class 2 scalable 
video using the rate staggering method is shown in Table 
IV, where due to rate staggering, the workload incurred 
by stream B is spread across 4 disks, instead of 2 disks 
otherwise. More importantly, in a multi-user environment 
better load balancing can be achieved by proper delaying 

the start of a newly requested video so as to avoid 
bandwidth fragmentation. An illustration for delaying the 
starting time of stream C from Round 1 to Round 2 to 
avoid bandwidth fragmentation is shown in Table V. It is 
worth mentioning that such a time staggering method is 
previously known and can in fact be used without rate 
staggering. However, the finer storage granularity 
provided by rate staggering can certainly lead to more 
benefit from this time staggering method.  

C.  Less Disk Bandwidth Fragmentation 
A video server using the rate staggering method can 

provide feasible solutions to some stream requests which 
cannot be otherwise satisfied, thus increasing the system 
throughput. In addition to the scenarios described before, 
consider the problem of disk bandwidth fragmentation in 
a multi-user environment. Disk bandwidth fragmentation 
means that after a sequence of bandwidth allocation and 
deallocation, the available bandwidth in each disk does 
not suffice to accommodate an incoming request even 
there is an enough amount of aggregate bandwidth. Figure 
3 shows a snapshot for the bandwidth used by each disk, 
where the disk retrieval is staggered by time but not by 
rate4. Suppose that stream B in Figure 3 is a full resolution 
video (i.e., r = 4). Without rate staggering, a video server 
with the workload described in Figure 3 has to reject any 
incoming request requiring a full resolution video. In 
contrast, Figure 4 shows the disk bandwidth allocation 
using both time and rate staggering for the same existing 
streams as in Figure 3. It can be seen that the video server 
with the configuration in Figure 4 is able to accommodate 
two more full resolution video streams, leading a higher 
system throughput than that in Figure 3. 

Fig.  3.  Disk bandwith allocation with time stagering, but without 
rate staggering. 

Let N be the number of total blocks that a disk array 
can retrieve in one round (i.e., within the time duration T). 
                                                 
4Note that the 4 B blocks in Figure 3 denote 4 blocks from video stream 
B for the same video clip but different data rates (e.g., Bi,1, Bi,2, Bi,3 and 
Bi,4). The same explanation applies to all other streams. Also, as a result 
of time staggering, the number of blocks retrieved by each disk (i.e., (4, 
3, 3, 5) in Figure 3) will rotate as time advances.. 

TABLE IV 
DATA RETRIEVAL FOR CLASS 2 SCALABLE VIDEO. 

Disk No. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
Rate1 B1,1 B2,1 B1,2 B2,2 - - - - 
Rate2 - - B3,1 B4,1 B3,2 B4,2 - - 
Rate 3 - - - - B5,1 B6,1 B5,2 B6,2 
Rate 4 B7,2 B8,2 - - - - B7,1 B8,1 

TABLE V 
DELAYING THE STARTING TIME OF STREAM C TO AVOID BANDWIDTH 

FRAGMENTATION.. 
Disk No. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

Rate1 B1,1 B2,1 B1,2 B2,2 - - - - 
Rate2 C1,1 C2,1 B3,1 B4,1 B3,2 B4,2 - - 
Rate 3 - - C3,1 C4,1 B5,1 B6,1 B5,2 B6,2 
Rate 4 B7,2 B8,2 - - C5,1 C6,1 B7,1 B8,1 

TABLE III 
FOUR ROUNDS OF FULL RESOLUTION DATA RETRIEVAL IN A DISK ARRAY 

WITH RATE STAGGERING. 
Disk No. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

Rate1 B1,1 B2,1 B1,2 B2,2 B1,3 B2,3 B1,4 B2,4 
Rate2 B3,4 B4,4 B3,1 B4,1 B3,2 B4,2 B3,3 B4,3 
Rate 3 B5,3 B6,3 B5,4 B6,4 B5,1 B6,1 B5,2 B6,2 
Rate 4 B7,2 B8,2 B7,3 B8,3 B7,4 B8,4 B7,1 B8,1 
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A bandwidth allocation scheme is called statically 
optimal if a video server using that scheme can 
accommodate any incoming request sequence for streams 

{si}, 1 ≤ i ≤ h, if and only if ∑





= ≤h
i Nic

br

TP
1

, where ci is 

the class of video requested by stream si. Then, omitting 
its straightforward proof, we have the following theorem. 

 

Fig.  4.  Disk bandwidth allocation with both time and rate 
staggering. 

Theorem 1: The proposed rate staggering is statically 
optimal when it is used with the concept of time 
staggering. 

    Clearly, the static optimality does not hold for the 
scheme associated with Figure 3, where without rate 
staggering an incoming stream for a full resolution video 

(i.e., 4 blocks) cannot be granted despite that 1
4

=





b

TP  

and N = 24 > 15 + 4. 

IV. PERFORMANCE RESULTS 
The simulation model is described in Section 4.1 and 

several experiments are conducted in Section 4.2 to 

examine the performance of rate staggering and time 
staggering schemes. 

A.  System Modal 
In our empirical studies, only the data placement 

methods of the two discussed systems, i.e., rate staggering 
systems and time staggering systems, vary in each 
experiment so that we can comparatively analyze these 
two methods. We also propose a new data placement 
method for comparison purposes, which place the blocks 
of videos randomly in the disk array. This method is 
referred to as a non-staggering one in what follows. 

The system model used in our simulation is shown in 
Figure 5. The server model is shown in Figure 5(b) where 
the server controller gets requests from clients. Note that 
each request retrieves a segment of video, i.e., a request 
for a class i video needs to read i blocks from the disks. 
Then, the controller dispatches the read-commands to 
corresponding disks. Those commands will store in the 
command queue of each disk. If the queue is already full 

while a new command is being entered, the server will 
send a "reject" message to the user who issues the request 
and the user will exist the system. After all blocks needed 
in the request have been collected, the server controller 
sends the data back to the user. The simulation model in 
the user side is shown in Figure 5(a). The controller of a 
user sends requests to the VOD server. When the data 
returns, the user controller stores the data in the proper 

TABLE VI 
THE DESCRIPTION OF PARAMETERS USED IN THE SIMULATION 

Parameter Name Description 
BLOCK_SIZE The data size of each band in a segment of video 
BUFFER_SIZE The size of buffer in the user side 
DISK_NUM Number of disks in the disk array 
DISK_BW The read bandwidth of each disk in server 
PLAY_INT The playing time of each segment of the video 
QUEUE_SIZE The size of command queue in each disk 
VIDEO_CLASS The class of video that users require 
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(a) Simulation model in the user side (b) Simulation model in the server side  
Fig.  5. The VOD system in simulation
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buffer slot. After filling up the buffer, the playing 
program will start to read the data at the first buffer slot 
and play it out. Then, when playing out the first segment, 
the controller will send the next request to the server 
while the playing program grabs the next buffer slot to 
play. If the next buffer slot is unavailable, a buffer 
underflow error will be triggered. Then, the playing 

program will stop playing and wait until the data of the 
video segment returns. 

A description of the parameters used in the simulation 
system is given in Table VI. 

B.  Simulation Results 
We have conducted several experiments to evaluate the 
performance of system for the three staggering VOD 
systems. 
Experiment 1: The Performance Benchmarks from 
Users' Viewpoint 

In the first experiment, several benchmarks from the 
viewpoint of users are considered while the number of 
users varies. The parameters used in the first experiment 
are summarized in Table VII. Note that since we want to 
trace the performance of the system as the number of 
users varies in this experiment, we do not limit the size of 
command queue in each disk. 

Due to the limitation of the bandwidth of disks of the 
server, the theoretical maximum number of users that this 
system is able to support, however, is 400, as obtained by 
the following formula. 

Average bandwidth of each user = 
500

80
4

4321
×

+++

 = 

0.4 KB/ms = 400 KB/s 
Maximum number of users = 

userper bandwidth  Average
bandwidthdisk  Total  

= 
400
1000016 ×  = 400 

First, the average service times of the three systems are 
shown in Figure 6. As described in previous sections, by 
utilizing the rate staggering placement, the server can 
reduce the minimum service time of a request to only 

)1(
1
−i

 times of that by the time staggering placement. 

Thus, it follows that the average service time of a rate 

staggering system will be around 12 ms, i.e., 

10000
80

4
)3210(

×
+++  = 12 ms, less than that in a time 

staggering system, which is consistent with the results 
shown in Figure 6. 
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Fig.  6.  Average service time vs. number of users. 

 
It is interesting to see that as the number of users 

increases, the average service time of a non-staggering 
system grows faster than that of a time staggering system. 
When the number of users is close to the theoretical upper 
bound, the average service time of a non-staggering 
system will grow beyond that of a time staggering system. 
However, as we shall see in the following experiments, 
the capacity of a time staggering system is still better than 
that of a non-staggering system. The reason of this 
phenomenon is that a non-staggering system has the same 
property as a rate staggering system, i.e., it may allocate 
different blocks of the same segment of videos into 
different disks, thereby having a smaller service time of 
one request. However, a non-staggering system suffers 
seriously from the unbalance of disk load, which becomes 
even more severe as the number of users increases. 

As shown in Figure 7, the maximum service times of 
the non-staggering system and time staggering system are 
similar whereas the curve of a non-staggering system is 
saw-toothed. The rate staggering system still has the best 
maximum service time among them. 

The average delay jitters of the three systems are 
shown in Figure 8(a) , where it is seen that the delay jitter 
of a non-staggering system is much larger than those of 
the two staggering systems. It is because that the blocks 
of videos are randomly allocated in the disks, and it is 
possible that one request needs to retrieve data from a 
very busy disk while the others do not. The non-
staggering system suffers from its unbalance of disk load 
again. As shown in Figure (b), a rate staggering system 
still incurs the smallest delay jitter among the three 
systems. 

TABLE VII 
THE PARAMETERS OF THE SIMULATION MODEL USED IN EXPERIMENT 

1 AND EXPERIMENT 2. 
Parameter Name Value 
BLOCK_SIZE 80 K Byte 
BUFFER_SIZE 2 segments of video 
DISK_NUM 16 
DISK_BW 10000 KBps 
PLAY_INT 500 ms 
QUEUE_SIZE Unlimited 
VIDEO_CLASS Random: Uniform Distributed. 
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Experiment 2: The Performance Benchmarks from 
the Server's Viewpoint 

In this experiment, the performance benchmarks of the 
server side are concerned. The parameters used are same 
as those in the previous experiment. The relationship 
between the disk utilization ratio and the number of users 
is shown in Figure 9. As shown in Figure 9, all of the 
three systems have the same values for all points. This 
can be explained by the reason that the access patterns 
and the number of users are all the same in these three 
systems. Consequently, they will read the same number of 
blocks, and the average disk utilization ratios are hence 
the same. 
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Fig.  7.  The max service time v.s. number of users. 

Another important benchmark related to disk utilization 
is the balance of the disk usage. The coefficients of 
utilization variation of all disks are used as the benchmark 
indexes for load balance. As shown in Figure 10, the rate 
staggering system incurs a better load balance than the 
time staggering system. Also note that the two staggering 
systems have much more balanced loads than the non-
staggering system since the two staggering systems will 
allocate different segments of videos into disks 

sequentially. Thus, the workload for the disk array is 
distributed more uniformly among the disks. The load 
balance is an important index of the capacity of a system 
because the capacity in a less balanced system is limited 
by the bandwidth of the busiest disk. 
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Fig.  9.  Disk utilization vs. number of users 
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Fig.  10.  The coefficence of variation of disk utilization vs. users 
number. 

The average number of waiting commands in the 
command queue of each disk is shown in Figure 11. This 
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index will dominate the service time of a request when the 
number of users increases. As shown in Figure 11, when 
serving few users, a non-staggering system has a smaller 
waiting number than a time staggering system. However, 
as the number of users is close to the theoretical bound, 
the waiting number of a non-staggering system will grow 
beyond that of a time staggering system, leading to the 
same scenario as in the experiment of the average service 
time. 
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Fig.  11.  Average waiting number of the command queue in each 

disks vs. users number. 
As the number of users approaches to the theoretical 

upper bound, these indexes of performance fall rapidly. 

The systems also become unstable and are out of the 
normal operation range of a VOD server as shown in 

Figure 12. It can be seen that both the average service 
time and the waiting number in the command queue grow 
rapidly. 
Experiment 3: The Capacity of VOD Servers 

In this experiment, the capacities of the three systems 
are comparatively analyzed. Here, the users are generated 
by the Poisson arrival scheme. When the number of users 
approaches to the upper bound of the system, the server 
starts to reject some of them due to the limited disk 
bandwidth and limited size of command queue. We run 
the simulation long enough for the system to reach a 
stable state so that we can obtain the maximum number of 
users that can be supported of each system. The 
simulation results are shown in Figure 13. The parameters 
used in this experiment are summarized in Table VIII. 
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Fig.  13.  The number of users vs. time for class 4 videos. 

In this experiment, we assume all users require videos 
of the same class, i.e., class 4, thus preventing the system 
from only rejecting users requiring videos of higher 
classes. We can obtain the upper bound of the number of 
users in this system as 250 by the following formulas. 

TABLE VIII 
THE PARAMETERS OF SIMULATION MODEL IN EXPERIMENT 2. 

Parameter Name Value 
BLOCK_SIZE 80 K Byte 
BUFFER_SIZE 2 segments of video 
DISK_NUM 16 
DISK_BW 10000 KBps 
PLAY_INT 500 ms 
QUEUE_SIZE 5 
VIDEO_CLASS 4 
USER_ARRIVAL Poisson process with mean =5 
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Fig.  12.  The theoretical upper bound limitation. 
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Average bandwidth of each user = 
500

804 ×  = 0.64 

KB/ms = 640 KB/s 
Maximum number of users = 

userper bandwidth  Average
bandwidthdisk  Total  

= 
640
1000016 ×  = 250 

The simulation results are shown in Figure 13 where it 
can be seen that the capacity of a rate staggering system is 
much higher than that of a time staggering system since a 
rate staggering system has less disk bandwidth 
fragmentation. In this simulation, from 200 seconds to 
700 seconds, the average number of users of the three 
systems are 239, 228 and 105 respectively, i.e., a rate 
staggering system can provide another 4.8% capacity over 
a time staggering system for class 4 videos. The capacities 
of users for different classes videos are shown in Figure 
14 where the rate staggering system outperforms other 
systems especially for higher classes videos. The reason 
behind is that in a rate staggering system, the server can 
reduce the minimal service time of a request for a class i 
video to 

)1(
1
−i

 times of that in a time staggering system. 

Therefore, a rate staggering system performs better 

especially for a higher classes video. As a special case, for 
class 1 videos, the data placement method of a rate 
staggering system is reduced to that of a time staggering 
system, accounting for the results shown in Figure 14(a). 

In Figure 15, the capacities of the three VOD systems 
are shown as a function of the size of command queue of 
each disk. When the size of each command queue 
increases, the system will have a higher capacity. Thus, 
this is a trade-off between the performance and the 
memory space of a VOD system. 
Experiment 4: The Size of Buffer Needed in the VOD 
Server 

In some systems, the device at the user ends may not be 
as powerful as personal computers. For example, the size 
of buffer may be limited due to the device cost. However, 
using a low bandwidth devices, e.g., a CD-ROM array, as 
its storage system, a system will cause a quite longer 
service time because of a longer time needed to read data. 
Consequently, we need a larger buffer in clients in order 
to play the video fluently. 

The system discussed in this experiment has a CD-
ROM based storage system, and is designed to provide 
several HDTV channels. The model is shown in Figure 16. 
In the new model, each channel is connected to a virtual 
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Fig.  14.  The number of users vs. time for all classes videos.
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user who receives the video streams from the server. As 
such, we can model the HDTV system as the VOD 
system described in previous experiments. In the new 
system, after receiving the video data, the virtual users 
send the data to the corresponding channels and then 
broadcast them to the real users. The parameters used in 
these experiments are summarized in Table IX. The 
theoretical upper bound of the number of channels, 
limited by the bandwidth of the system, is 20, which is 
obtained by the following formula. 
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Fig.  15.  The capacity vs. the size of the queue in each disk. 
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Fig.  17.  The maximum service time vs. the number of channels. 

The buffer size needed in the system is decided by the 
maximum service time of all requests as shown in the 
following formula.  

BUFFER_SIZE 1
PLAY_INT

Time Service Maximum
+≥ 



  

The simulation results are shown in Figure 17. The 
maximum service time of a rate staggering system is less 
than that of a time staggering system or a non-staggering 
system. The buffer size of each channels is shown in 
Table X where the buffer size in a rate staggering system 
is always smaller than or equal to that in a time staggering 
system, thus showing another advantage of a rate 
staggering system. The merits of a rate staggering system 
indeed stem from its load balance by placing different 
bands of videos at different disks, thus reducing the 
access time for retrieving data from disks. 

V. CONCLUSION 
In this paper, a data placement method based on rate 

staggering to store scalable video data in a disk-array-
based video server is proposed and explored. It has been 
shown that the advantages of the proposed rate staggering 
method include: (1) minimizing the intermediate buffer 
space required by the server, (2) achieving better load 
balancing due to finer scheduling granularity, and (3) 
alleviating the disk bandwidth fragmentation. These 
advantages enable a video server using the rate staggering 
method to provide feasible solutions to some video stream 
requests which cannot be met otherwise. The system 
throughput is thus increased. We also conduct several 
simulations for various applications. These experimental 
results show that the rate staggering method can 
significantly improve the performance of a VOD system. 
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